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Deployed September 30, 2022

WiTS has upgraded from BizFlow 12.5 to BizFlow M. With this upgrade comes a few user-facing changes, BUT how you used WiTS before is how you will continue to use WiTS after the upgrade- only look and feel has changed. Check it out!

Look & Feel Changes-

1. **Workspace Navigation**- now a menu list located at the top left of your workspace

2. **WiTS Resource Banner**- now a drop-down menu located at the top right of your workspace

3. **Form Navigation Buttons**- now located at the top right of your action (‘Route this Action’ has changed to ‘Choose Next Step’)

4. **Form attachment pane**- now located on the right-hand side of your action

What is Not Changing-

- The WiTS URL- wits.od.nih.gov (Chrome is the preferred browser, Edge can also be used)
- Use your PIV card or NIH credentials to log in
- Your access and roles have not changed
- Your actions will still be where you left them before the upgrade
- WiTS Workflows functionality, emails, and reports have not changed
- Your IC staff’s experience with WiTS reporting and the HR Request page will remain the same

If you have any questions, please email TheWiTSProjectTeam@nih.gov
Thank you!